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UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY

Why Your Marketing Needs To Shift 
The marketing methods you’ve used for ever just aren’t producing results like they once did. 
It’s time to retire those old dusty marketing play books and start using the methods and 
tactics that are getting people’s attention these days. 

The reason many of your old tactics aren’t yielding results any more is because the way 
people buy has changed. People are sick of being bombarded with advertising to “buy stuff”. 
All of these cool new advances in technology allow people to “tune out” all that old marketing, 
and selectively receive the information that they deem to be relevant.  

So instead of trying to force yourself in front of them like an annoying pest, you need to shift 
your focus to attracting them to your business, getting their permission to market directly to 
them, and following them through each step of their buyer’s journey.  

The buyer’s journey is the universal process that people go through before considering a 
purchase. It’s made up of 3 stages: Awareness, Consideration and Decision.  

This applies to basically any purchase, however the easier the purchase, the faster someone 
would move through this process.  

For example, in a matter of 5-15 seconds a prospect could determine: 1) “My mouth doesn’t 
taste fresh and I want to fix that…” (Awareness), and 2) “What kind of mints do I 
want?” (Consideration), and 3) “I’m going to buy these spearmint Tic Tacs…” (Decision).  

But for many purchases, there is much more research that goes into the process. For 
example, it could take a prospect months to determine: 1) “My house isn’t working for me any 
longer…” (Awareness), and 2) “I’d like to build a new home in the SE quadrant of the 
city…” (Consideration), and 3) “I’ve found the neighbourhood and narrowed it down to 2 or 3 
builders I want to work with…” (Decision). 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UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY

The Modern Marketing Funnel 
!
!

!
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At each stage of the Buyer’s Journey the prospect has different objectives. This is the sales 
process they go through. That means at each stage your marketing must have different 
objectives too - and they must be aligned with those of your prospect. This is where your 
content assets come in to play.  

The more closely your marketing matches the buyer’s objectives, the more prospects you’ll 
get into your funnel and nudge through to the bottom to become customers.  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UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY

Awareness Stage 

 

In the Awareness stage, buyer’s aren’t looking to find a solution. They’ve only just discovered 
that they have a problem, and as a result of this problem they now have a need for 
information. They’ve now become aware of their situation.  

So the buyer begins to search for answers to their questions. They conduct their own 
research focusing on vendor-neutral, 3rd party information that will help them identify their 
problem or symptoms. It’s not uncommon for people to search Google or even to ask for 
advice from their social graph (the people they’re connected to such as friends, family and 
colleagues). 

For a marketer, this is a golden opportunity to get the buyer’s attention. You can gain their 
interest by providing helpful information that relates to the symptoms of their problem, the 
triggers or causes of their pain, and by providing tips on how to solve their problem.  

!
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UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY

The task of your content in the awareness stage is to help the buyer better understand their 
problem and to provide solutions on how to fix it. Many companies screw this part up by 
pitching their products or services as the solution. Don’t make that mistake. Your objective 
here is to be helpful and demonstrate your expertise in this area. Providing potential 
solutions that aren’t your products or services helps you to gain trust and position you 
differently from the rest of your competitors. 

The best way to answer the buyer’s questions are by writing articles about those topics and 
posting them to your website. You’ve probably heard people talking about blogging before; 
this is the tool you want to use to provide that helpful information.  

Inside each blog post you’re going to use a call-to-action and make an offer for a piece of 
premium content - usually a free guide or ebook that goes into more detail on the topic. The 
purpose of the premium content piece is to help you establish more trust and thought 
leadership with the reader and to begin introducing your positioning.  

To be successful it must have enough informational value to justify asking a user to submit a 
web form with a small amount of contact information; typically a name, email address and 
maybe a few other fields. Once that conversion takes place the prospect has now become an 
Information Qualified Lead or an IQL for short.  

Now that we’ve converted a lead, we want to begin nurturing that lead with an email 
campaign. The purpose of the campaign is to provide answers to the common sales 
questions that your buyers have. Each email addresses a different question and sends the 
reader back to the blog. Stagger these emails over the course of a few days or weeks 
depending on the length or your typical sales cycle. 

!
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UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY

Consideration Stage 

Prospects have now clearly identified the source of their problem and your content has 
already provided a set of potential solutions to them. If your recommended (non-sales) 
solutions didn’t solve their problem, then the prospect has come to realize that they are going 
to need to make a purchase to solve it. The buyer is now considering their options for 
vendors. 

In the Consideration Stage the buyer is looking for information about your product or service 
as well as those of your competitors in an effort to educate themselves on the choices that 
are available. The best way to stay relevant to the buyer at this point is to provide content that 
supports your product or service as a consideration. 

Once again, inside those blog posts you created that are focused on answering sales 
questions, you’ll have a call-to-action for another premium content offer. The difference is this 
time it’s more related to your product or service. It’s called a Brand Filter Offer. It’s not a 
brochure, it still has to be educational, but it can reference your own product or service or 
method of providing a solution. 

The prospective buyer will go through the same process as the previous stage, filling out a 
web form to download the content piece. Once they complete that action then you begin 
nurturing that lead again with another email campaign.  

The purpose of this campaign is to address the typical sales objections and overcome 
potential push backs before the buyer gets in front of sales. This helps reduce the effort 
required to close the sale and it shortens the sales cycle. Each email that goes out will 
address a different objection or pushback and sends the reader back to the blog. Make sure 
to stagger these emails over the course of a few days or weeks according to your sales cycle. 
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UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY

Decision Stage 

The last step of the buyer journey is for the buyer to make a decision. This is the stage where 
buyers will reach out to the businesses they are considering to speak to someone in sales. It’s 
up to sales to assist the buyer in making a decision, which hopefully will be in your favour. 

This time the offer has to be tightly matched to sales. Effective Sales Offers include things like 
free trials, free consultations, case studies, webinars, demos, or product comparisons. The 
more your offer can get the prospect engaged in your solution and see the benefits, the 
easier they will be to close. 

Two of the major benefits of using content to market to the buyer throughout their journey is 
the rapport you build with them and how you’re positioned on their short list in the Decision 
stage. You have a major advantage over the competitors because you helped them to 
understand their problem and educated them on how to solve it.  

Since you provided them with valuable information throughout the process without pitching 
your product or service, you were able to position yourself as a resource or an expert. That 
has a big impact because people prefer to do business with specialists rather than 
generalists. And most importantly because people do business with people that they know, 
like and trust. 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UNDERSTANDING THE BUYER’S JOURNEY

Improve Your Marketing Funnel Even More! 
When clients first come to us for help, we see a lot of different mistakes. But there are some 
important ones that really stand out. We listed 11 of the most common ones in this free 
guide, The 11 Deadly Internet Marketing Mistakes Most Businesses Make. Click here to 
download it now. 

Eliminating these 11 simple mistakes can have a massive impact on your marketing. In fact 
some of them can be the difference between your website generating leads and not 
generating leads. Click the link below and download it now, for FREE. 

Click here to download your free copy now.
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